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1. Answer in short on any five (5) of the followings: -                        5X2=10 
a) ____ gain is a phenomenon in offset lithography which causes printed material to look ______ than 

intended. 
b) In a _______, the continuous tones of the picture being reproduced are broken into a series of 

equally spaced dots of _______ size, printed with only one color of ink.  
c) _______ color ink pigments are __________ in nature. 
d) _________are considered as _________ primary color for printing.  
e) ______ Art is having no tonal gradation whose __________ is one. 
f) ______ in graphic design is a method of adjusting areas where two distinct, adjacent colors meet so 

that press _______________ won’t cause white spaces. 
g) _______is a separation technique for replacing ______ inks with black throughout the image. 
h) The number of ______ levels is directly proportional to the number of ______ in each cell plus one.  

 
2. Write short notes on any two (2) of the followings: -                        2X5=10 

a) Halftoning factor 
b) Screen angles 
c) Dot gain compensation curve 
d) Moiré pattern 
e) Screen frequency  

 
3. Answer any two (2) of the following: -                 2x10=20 

a) Show the digital color potential values with a pixel bit depth table. 
b) Define the relation between Resolutions, File size and output. 
c) Calculate the scanning resolution (input) for the following -  

I. Original 2-inch high, 1.5-inch high required, 85 Ipi output, quality factor @ 1.5. 
II. Original 6-inch high, 5-inch high required, 150 Ipi output, quality factor of @2.   

d) Draw a flow-chart showing the purpose of the page layout in order to create a digital page from 
various elements such as text, graphics & images for Image processing and printing. 

e) Explain the USM with its necessary parameters.   
 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail to their own 
respective college on the same day / date of examination within 1 hour after the end of exam. University / 
College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission (at in proper address). Students are 
strongly advised not to submit multiple copies of the same answer script. 
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